
Economic Researcher Resume
Job Objective

Actively seeking Economic Researcher position in which my skills and abilities will be utilized to its fullest.

Highlights of Qualifications:
Vast experience in managing all economic research work, preparing presentations for various research projects
Outstanding knowledge of economic analyses and related procedures
Profound knowledge of all micro and macro economic theories
Wide knowledge of economic research and survey sampling techniques
Proficient with SAS, STATA and MATLAB
Familiarity with public relations, use economatrix data analysis, E-views and Quentec
Ability to conduct various samples for surveys
Ability to gather and analyze economic data and present findings
Ability to analyze economic data and report findings
Excellent communication skills in both oral and written forms

Professional Experience:
Economic Researcher
Freddie Mac, Mcdowell, VA
November 2007 – Present

Coordinated with economists and performed various tasks associated with conducting research and analyzing
collected data.
Assisted various economists and analyzed issues such as bank regulations, monetary policies and financial
markets.
Performed effective analysis on data collected in coordination with Data Management Centre.
Prepared reports and statistics in compliance to various guidelines with senior researchers.
Participated in various joint researches with economic institutions and performed research tasks.
Maintained a catalogue of sources for obtaining data from Data Management Centre.
Evaluated research techniques and recommended latest techniques.
Facilitated in publishing research results on various international and national journals.

Economic Researcher
OS Angeles Alliance for a New Economy, Mcdowell, VA
December 2003 – October 2007

Monitored global data requests and participated in team to maintain logs for same.
Managed and updated global economic website on a regular basis.
Performed forecasts on global economic data and ensured appropriate calculations.
Prepared a economic data calendar in a weekly basis.
Assisted various departments in preparing global chartbooks.
Evaluated all database updates and ensured its accuracy.
Maintained data and performed troubleshoot on same.

Education:
Bachelor’s Degree in Economics
Andrew College, Cuthbert, GAMaster’s Degree in Economics
Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC
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